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Abstract
We propose a design for the integration of decision procedures in reflective rewritingbased equational theorem provers. Rewriting-based equational theorem provers use
term rewriting as their basic proof engine; they are particularly well suited for
proving properties of equational specifications. A reflective rewriting-based theorem prover is itself an executable equational specification, which has reflective
access to the rewriting engine responsible of its execution to efficiently accomplish
rewriting-based equational proofs. This reflective access means that the built-in
rewriting engine can be called with different rewriting commands. This opens up
the possibility of interpolating calls to appropriate decision procedures in the midst
of a rewriting-based proof step —typically to solve a condition in the application of a
conditional equation. To illustrate our proposal and show its feasibility, we explain
how our reflective design ideas can be used to integrate a decision procedure for
Presburger arithmetic in the ITP tool, a reflective rewriting-based equational theorem prover, written entirely in Maude, for proving properties of Maude equational
specification.
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Introduction

Many authors have stressed the importance of integrating decision procedures, that is, algorithms that for particular theories can automatically decide whether a given formula is valid or not, in the proof engines of (semi)automated theorem provers. As Boyer and Moore wrote [3]: “It is generally agreed that when practical theorem provers are finally available they will
contain both heuristic components and many decision procedures.” Decision
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procedures are indeed at the core of many industrial-strength verification systems such as ACL2 [16], PVS [22], STeP [18], or Z/Eves [23]. The crucial
role of decision procedures motivates the development of ICS [10], an efficient
decision procedure for a fragment of first-order logic, that can be used as a
standalone application and may also be included as a library in any application
that requires embedded deduction.
Rewriting-based theorem provers [12,19,11,15] use term rewriting [1] as
their basic proof engine, and they are particularly useful for proving properties
of equational specifications. As is well known, when a finite equational specification is Church-Rosser and terminating, term rewriting can be used as an
efficient procedure for deciding equalities between terms: two terms are provably equal if and only if their canonical forms, which are computed by using the
equations as simplifications rules, are syntactically identical. There are, however, many practical equational specifications that contain function symbols
that are not equationally defined. Consider, for example, those specifications
that use first-order arithmetic: typically, they do not contain the equational
definitions of the arithmetic function symbols and relations. This omission
poses no problem when evaluating functional expressions not containing indeterminate values, since practical executable specification languages [7,12,9]
provide internal links to built-in implementations of the arithmetic functions
and relations. The problem arises, however, when proving properties. 1 In
general, these proofs require solving arithmetic formulas containing indeterminate values. In those situations, the built-in implementations of the arithmetic
functions and relations are useless, and the lack of equations explicitly defining them prevents us from applying term rewriting. 2 In some cases, however,
we can overcome the difficulty in a general, non-ad hoc form by calling appropriate decision procedures. This is the case, for example, when the formula to
be solved falls within the class of Presburger linear arithmetic formulas.
In summary, decision procedures are also important for practical rewritingbased theorem provers, and they must be integrated with their basic rewriting engines in such a way that calls to the appropriate decision procedure
can be interpolated in the midst of rewriting-based proof steps. The design
and implementation of the RRL [15] reflects indeed the relevance of decision
procedures in rewriting-based theorem provers, and the experiments reported
in [14] show that “the use of the procedure for Presburger arithmetic has made
the proofs compact and relatively easier to automate and understand in contrast to proofs generated without using Presburger arithmetic.” In this paper
we propose a novel reflective design for the integration of decision procedures
in rewriting-based equational theorem provers. Although our proposal can
1

The inequality function symbol =/= , that is provided as a built-in function in [7,12],
gives rise to similar complications, as discussed in detail in [13, Sec.2.1.1].
2
Notice also that, as pointed out in [13], “in fact, there is no set of equations that can
allow the automatic verification of all properties of integer expressions which contain indeterminate values [. . . ]; in other words, first order arithmetic is ‘undecidable’ [20].”
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be formulated in a general form using the axiomatic definitions of reflective
logics and reflective programming languages [5], we rather illustrate it here by
explaining the integration of a decision procedure for Presburger arithmetic
in the ITP tool.
The ITP tool [4] is an experimental rewriting-based theorem prover for
proving properties of equational specifications; it accepts equational specifications presented as functional modules of the Maude system [7]. The equational logic on which Maude functional modules are based is an extension of
order-sorted equational logic called membership equational logic [21]. Thus
functional modules support multiple sorts, subsort relations, operator overloading, and assertions of membership in a sort. In addition, operators can
be declared with any combination of the following equational attributes: associativity, commutativity, idempotency, and identity. 3 In the presence of
equational attributes, equational simplification using the other equations in
the module does not take place at the purely syntactic level, but is understood modulo those equational attributes. The current Maude implementation can execute syntactic rewriting with typical speeds from half a million
to several million rewrites per second. Similarly, associative and associativecommutative equational rewriting with term patterns used in practice can be
performed at the typical rate of several hundred thousand rewrites per second.
A key feature of the ITP is its reflective design. The tool is written entirely
in Maude and is in fact an executable specification of the formal inference system that it implements. Maude supports reflective computations through a
predefined module called META-LEVEL, which includes different built-in functions providing direct access to the Maude rewriting engine itself. The ITP
tool extends the module META-LEVEL with equationally defined functions defining the effect of the different proof commands, and uses the built-in functions
provided by META-LEVEL to efficiently accomplish rewriting-based equational
proofs. 4 This direct access to the Maude rewriting engine can justify in itself the reflective design of the ITP. But the reflective capabilities of Maude
provide also the possibility of defining rewriting commands different from the
Maude’s default rewriting command, and of applying them to specific terms
in the midst of a rewriting computation. There is in fact great freedom for
defining different rewriting commands inside Maude, with ease and competitive performance, since they will typically use the built-in functions in the
module META-LEVEL as the basic components of their definitions [5,6]. In particular, it is possible to define a rewriting command that calls the appropriate
decision procedures, in the midst of a rewriting-based proof step, to solve, for
3

The one restriction is that the idempotency attribute cannot be used together with the
associativity attribute, since the combination of these two attributes is not currently supported by the Maude implementation.
4
A typical metalevel computation only pays the cost (linear in the size of the term) of
changing the representation from the metalevel to the object level and back only at the
beginning and at the end of the computation [7].
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example, a condition in a conditional equation. This capability is the base for
the integration of decision procedures in the ITP basic rewriting proof engine.

Organisation
The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the ITP tool,
its default rewriting command (which is directly based on Maude’s default
rewriting command) and its limitations. In Section 3 we describe the implementation of a different, more granular rewriting command. In Section 4 we
explain how a decision procedure for Presburger arithmetic, written in Maude,
can be integrated with the rewriting command introduced in Section 3. This
extended rewriting command makes appropriate calls to the decision procedure when the condition of a conditional equation falls within the class of
Presburger linear arithmetic formulas. Finally, in Section 5, we conclude with
a description of the current state of the ITP tool, and of our plans for further
extending the tool with other decision procedures.

2

The ITP tool and its default rewriting command

The ITP tool [4] is an experimental interactive theorem prover, written in
Maude, for proving properties of Maude [6,7] functional modules, which are
equational theories in membership equational logic [21]. The fact that membership equational logic is a reflective logic [8], and that Maude efficiently
supports reflective membership equational logic computations is systematically exploited in the tool. Maude supports reflective computations through
its predefined META-LEVEL module. In this module, Maude functional modules can be metarepresented as terms of a certain sort, which can then be
efficiently manipulated and transformed by appropriate built-in functions. In
particular, the module META-LEVEL includes a built-in function metaReduce
that can be used to reduce a term in a functional module to canonical form,
and a built-in function metaXmatch that can be used to try to match two
terms in a functional module. The function metaReduce takes the metarepresentations of a module M and a term t, and it returns the metarepresentation
of the fully reduced form of t, using the equations in M, together with the
metarepresentation of its corresponding sort. The reduction strategy used
by metaReduce coincides with that of the reduce command in Maude. The
function metaXmatch takes the metarepresentations of a module M and two
terms, t1 and t2 (and four more arguments that we can safely ignore here),
and tries to match t1 with any subterm of t2 in the module M. If successful, it returns the representations of a substitution σ and a context C such
that C[σ(t1 )] ≡ t2 , where we use ≡ to denote equality modulo the equational
attributes declared in the module for the operators involved; otherwise, the
result is noMatch A full description of the module META-LEVEL can be found
in [7, Chapter 10].
4
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The ITP tool extends the module META-LEVEL with sorts for representing
both the ITP goals and the ITP database of modules about which those goals
have to be proved. In addition, it contains equationally defined functions
specifying the effects of the different proof commands, like commands for
carrying out inductive proofs, proofs based on case analysis, or proofs by
rewriting. The basic ITP proof command is the rwr command that rewrites
both sides of an equality to canonical form, using the equations contained
in the module associated to the goal as simplification rules. As expected,
the function that implements the rwr command directly calls the built-in
function metaReduce to efficiently accomplish its task. And this, of course,
may be sufficient when the equations in the module associated to the goal
are Church-Rosser and terminating, and all the functions declared in that
module are equally defined. There are, however, many practical equational
specifications that do not satisfy such conditions. Consider, for example, the
following specification in Maude of a sorting algorithm for lists of integers;
the specification of the length function is included here for the sake of the
example below.
fmod INS-SORT is
protecting INT .
sorts List .
op nil : -> List [ctor] .
op _:_ : Int List -> List [ctor] .
op ins : Int List -> List .
op sort : List -> List .
op sorted : List -> Bool .
op length : List -> Int .
vars N M : Int . var L : List .
--- ins
eq ins(N, nil) = N : nil .
ceq ins(N, M : L) = N : M : L
if N <= M = true .
ceq ins(N, M : L) = M : ins(N, L)
if N > M = true .
--- sort
eq sort(nil) = nil .
eq sort(N : L) = ins(N, sort(L)) .
--- length
eq length(nil) = 0 .
eq length(N : L) = 1 + length(L) .
endfm
The module INS-SORT imports, through its protecting declaration, the
predefined module INT that defines the integers with the expected arithmetic
functions and relations; as usual, the latter are defined as Boolean functions.
The module INT does not contain, however, the equational specification of
5
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the arithmetic functions but rather it provides internal links to built-in implementations of those functions. The module INS-SORT also imports, by
default, the predefined module BOOL that defines the Boolean values. In this
situation, the following property can easily be proved using Skolemization and
term rewriting:
(1)

∀{N}(sort(N:nil) = N:nil)

since, for N* a new (Skolem) constant of sort Int, the canonical form of
sort(N*:nil) is syntactically identical to N*:nil. Consider, however, the
following property about INS-SORT:
(2)

∀{N, M}(length(ins(N, M:nil)) = 2

Again, by Skolemization, it will be sufficient to prove that
(3)

length(ins(N*, M*:nil)) = 2

for N* and M* new (Skolem) constants of sort Int. Given the conditional specification of ins, term rewriting will be useless at this point since no equations
can be applied, and it is necessary to split the goal, using a Boolean-case
analysis principle, into two subgoals that become associated to two different extensions of INS-SORT: one in which we add to INS-SORT the equation N* <= M* = true, and another in which the equation that we add is
N* <= M* = false. In the first case, the proof is easily completed by applying
term rewriting. However, in the second case, term rewriting will still remain
useless since, in order to apply the second equation that specifies ins, we must
prove first that N* > M* = true. But this cannot be proved simply by term
rewriting, even when the module associated to this subgoal contains the equation N* <= M* = false, since INS-SORT does not contain any equation specifying >. Of course, for this particular case, the problem has two easy solutions:
either we add to INS-SORT the equation N > M = true if N <= M = false,
or we replace the second equation specifying ins by the conditional equation
ins(N, M : L) = M : ins(N, L) if N <= M = false. But both solutions
are manifestly ad-hoc. 5 A more general solution consists in integrating the
appropriate decision procedure in the function implementing the rwr command. And this can be easily accomplished in a reflective rewriting-based
theorem prover, as we show in the next two sections.

5

Solutions of this sort can be found, however, in the literature. In the otherwise excellent
textbook [13], the authors propose an extension of the OBJ’s built-in representation of the
integers with an equality predicate and with some equations that are useful for manipulating
inequalities. In particular, these equations are useful as lemmas in the correctness proofs
given in the book. But the authors warn the reader that they are not strong enough to
allow all properties of integers to be proved by reduction. In general, they say, if a property
of the integers is needed for a correctness proof, then an appropriate equation will need to
be added as a lemma for the proof.
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3

A different, non-default rewriting command for the
ITP

In Section 2 we explained the implementation of the ITP default rewriting
command rwr: how it uses the built-in function metaReduce, provided in the
module META-LEVEL, to efficiently accomplish its task; and how its applicability is limited by the fact that metaReduce reduces terms in a module to
canonical form using exclusively Maude’s reduce command. In this section
we show how the built-in function metaXmatch, also provided in the module
META-LEVEL, allows us to implement, with ease and efficiency, a different, more
granular rewriting command, nrwr, which does not call Maude’s reduce command and includes, in particular, the implementation of the process of solving
conditions when a conditional equation is applied to a term. In Section 4
we then explain how the implementation of nrwr can be easily extended to
a command xrwr in order to integrate decision procedures in the rewriting
process, to solve, in particular, linear arithmetic conditions in the application
of a conditional equation. A detailed explanation of how to define in Maude,
using its reflective capabilities, different rewriting commands can be found
in [7, Chapter 10].
Like all ITP commands, the nrwr rewriting command is implemented in
the ITP tool by equationally defining a function in an extension of the module
META-LEVEL. We call red the function that implements the nrwr command.
Like metaReduce, red takes the metarepresentations of a module and a term
as arguments, and returns the metarepresentation of the reduced term; also
as metaReduce, equations are applied in red only from left to right. We use
the symbol , for definitional equality.
red(M, t) , redAux(M, t, getEqs(M))
The function getEqs extracts from the metarepresentation of module M its
set of equations; we omit here its definition. The behaviour of the auxiliary
function redAux is simple. For each equation in the module it tries to match
its left-hand side with any subterm of the term being reduced: if there is
no match, it discards the equation; otherwise it reduces the term accordingly
(after solving the condition if it is a conditional equation) and restarts the
process again from the beginning. Its implementation is immediate using the
built-in function metaXmatch.
redAux(M, t, ∅) , t
redAux(M, t, {l = r} ∪ Eq) ,


 red(M, C[σ(r)])

if t ≡ C[σ(l)]

 redAux(M, t, Eq) otherwise
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redAux(M, t, {l = r if Cond} ∪ Eq) ,


 red(M, C[σ(r)]) if t ≡ C[σ(l)] and


solveCond(M, σ(Cond))



 redAux(M, t, Eq) otherwise

The function solveCond tries to solve the equations in the condition by just
reducing both sides as much as possible using red.
solveCond(M, ∅) , true

 solveCond(M, Eq) if red(M, l) ≡ red(M, r)
solveCond(M, {l = r} ∪ Eq) ,
 false
otherwise

Note that, as for the case of metaReduce, the function red assumes that
the equations in the module are Church-Rosser and terminating, and therefore
that they can be applied in arbitrary order and to arbitrary redexes. Of course,
lack of confluence would result in incompleteness (but not unsoundness) of the
nrwr command; and, if the equations were not terminating then nrwr would
not terminate in some cases either.

4

A rewriting command with integrated decision procedures for the ITP

We explain in this section the implementation in the ITP tool of the xrwr command that extends nrwr by integrating a decision procedure for Presburger
arithmetic in the process of reducing a term. The technique used in the implementation of xrwr also applies to the implementation of similar commands
that integrate other decision procedures. 6 The general technique is based on
the fact that any decision procedure is a computable function, and, therefore,
by the metatheorem of Bergstra and Tucker [2], it can be equationally specified by a finite set of Church-Rosser and terminating equations. To implement
in the ITP tool a rewriting command that integrates a certain decision procedure in the rewriting process, all we have to do is to modify the function nrwr
in such a way that the function implementing the given decision procedure is
called at the appropriate times on the appropriate expressions. The function
redPlus below is an example of this; but before introducing this function we
briefly present the decision procedure that is thus integrated in the rewriting
process.
6

In fact, the current implementation of the xrwr command in the ITP tool integrates,
using the technique described here, a decision procedure introduced in [25] for an extension of quantifier-free Presburger arithmetic that permits arbitrary uninterpreted function
symbols; this theory includes many of the formulas that one tends to encounter in program
verification.
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In [24], Shostak describes a decision procedure for quantifier-free Presburger arithmetic. Presburger expressions are those that can be built up
from integers, integer variables, and addition. (Arbitrary multiplication is not
allowed, but it is convenient to use multiplication by constants as an abbreviation for repeated addition.) Linear inequalities are constructed by combining
Presburger expressions with the usual arithmetic relations (≤, <, ≥, >, =)
and the propositional logic connectives. The procedure to check validity of a
formula ϕ consists in expanding its negation into disjunctive normal form and
expressing each disjunction as a conjunction of linear inequalities of the form
A ≤ B. Then, ϕ is valid if and only if its negation is not satisfiable, which is
checked by looking for a solution in integers for each of the disjunctions with
the help of an integer programming algorithm. This is an NP-complete problem and there is a certain tradeoff between using complete algorithms (in the
sense of always terminating with a correct solution) or efficient but incomplete
ones. Our design decision has been to use an efficient and terminating algorithm introduced in [24] that, however, yields no result in some uncommon
situations.
The xrwr command is implemented in the ITP tool by an equationally
defined function redPlus that, following the general technique described above,
simply modifies the function red by introducing a new layer that corresponds
to the decision procedure. It first checks whether the term is amenable to
being dealt with (if it is a linear inequality in our case) and depending on the
answer it calls a different auxiliary function.

redPlus(M, t) ,


 redPlusAux1(M, t)

if isLinIneq?(t)

 redPlusAux2(M, t, getEqs(M)) otherwise

The function isLinIneq? decides if a term corresponds to the representation
of a linear inequality. To understand the definition of redPlusAux1 below
think of the term t as being, for example, the Boolean expression N* <= M*.
We start by checking if the expression represented by t holds in M. For
that, we use a function getLinIneqs that refines getEqs with the help of isLinIneq? and extracts from the metarepresentation of a module only those
equations that involve linear inequalities. Then, if we let ϕ stand for the
formula getLinIneqs(M) → t = true, we make use of the function isSatisfiable?, that implements the decision procedure for quantifier-free Presburger
arithmetic, to check the satisfiability of the negation of ϕ. If this negation is
not satisfiable then ϕ is valid and t is provably equal to true in M, and thus
can be reduced to true. If not, we try to see if it is provably equal to false
by checking the satisfiability of the negation of getLinIneqs(M) → t = false.
Of course, because of the incompleteness of the decision procedure used to
check satisfiability, it could actually be the case that t is provably equal to
true or false, but we cannot decide it. In this uncommon situation, we call
9
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the redPlusAux2 function.
redPlusAux1(M, t) ,



true
if not(isSatisfiable?(¬(getLinIneqs(M) → t = true)))


false
if not(isSatisfiable?(¬(getLinIneqs(M) → t = false)))



 redPlusAux2(M, t, getEqs(M))
otherwise

The function redPlusAux2 is called on terms that are not linear inequalities,
or that are linear inequalities but the (incomplete) decision procedure has not
succeeded in deciding them. Its definition is completely analogous to redAux,
except for the fact that we use now redPlus and solveCondPlus instead of red
and solveCond.
redPlusAux2(M, t, ∅) , t
redPlusAux2(M, t, {l = r} ∪ Eq) ,


 redPlus(M, C[σ(r)])

if t ≡ C[σ(l)]

 redPlusAux2(M, t, Eq) otherwise

redPlusAux2(M, t, {l = r if Cond} ∪ Eq) ,

 redPlus(M, C[σ(r)])
if t ≡ C[σ(l)] and solveCondPlus(M, σ(Cond))
 redPlusAux2(M, t, Eq) otherwise

Finally, solveCondPlus deviates from solveCond in that, for equations whose
terms are Presburger expressions, it also calls the decision procedure to check
their validity. The function isPresExp? recognises those terms that represent
Presburger expressions; we also omit here its definition.
solveCondPlus(M, ∅) , true
solveCondPlus(M, {l = r} ∪ Eq) ,



solveCondPlus(M, Eq) if (isPresExp?(l) and isPresExp?(r) and





isSatisfiable?(l = r)) or






 false

redPlus(M, l) ≡ redPlus(M, r)

otherwise

We end this section with a high-level description of how the rewriting command implemented by the function redPlus solves the difficulty we faced in
proving (3) in Section 2. Let us denote by INS-SORT+ the module INS-SORT
extended with the equation eq N* <= M* = false. Recall that the problem was that the additional information provided by this equation could not
be used to reduce the term ins(N*,M*:nil). Now, when we apply redPlus to the metarepresentations of INS-SORT+ and ins(N*,M*:nil), since
ins(N*,M*:nil) is not a linear inequality, the function redPlusAux2 is called.
10
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Eventually, the equation ins(N,M:L) = M:ins(N,L) if N > M = true will
be tried, and the function solveCondPlus will then be invoked to discharge
the condition N* > M* = true. At this point, since true is not a Presburger
expression, redPlus is invoked to reduce both N* > M* and true. Here is when
the decision procedure comes into action: redPlus detects that N* > M* is a
linear inequality and calls redPlusAux1. This function extracts the linear inequalities in INS-SORT+ and uses the decision procedure to check if they imply
N* > M* = true. Since this is actually the case, redPlusAux1 reduces N* >
M* to true. At this point, the condition N* > M* = true is discharged and
ins(N*,M*:nil) is reduced to M*:ins(N*:nil). The function redPlus will
then eventually reduce length(M*:ins(N*:nil)) to 2, as required, using the
equations in INS-SORT+ as simplification rules.

5

Conclusions and future work

In this work we have shown how the reflective design of a rewriting-based
theorem prover like the ITP can be easily extended with decision procedures.
The smoothness with which we have been able to integrate in the ITP tool
an extension of the decision procedure described in Section 4 (which can be
applied to the more general case of quantifier-free Presburger arithmetic with
uninterpreted function symbols [25]) is encouraging. In this latest version of
the ITP we have proved, as basic examples, the correctness of three different
sorting functions, specifying respectively the insertion, merge, and quicksort
algorithms. The correctness proofs for the merge and quicksort algorithms
proceed by induction on the length of the list and make heavy use of the
integrated decision procedure.
As a follow-up of this work we plan to add other decision procedures to our
tool. As we have already pointed out, their integration will follow exactly the
same steps as those described here and thus should pose no special difficulty.
An important task ahead is to combine these decision procedures to be able
to tackle expressions that involve diverse semantic constructs that belong, not
just to one, but to several of them. In this regard, the recent generalisation of
the Nelson-Oppen combination method to order-sorted theories [26] and the
recent studies clarifying the relation between Nelson-Oppen’s and Shostak’s
procedures [17] seem particularly relevant. Finally, we also plan to compare
in more detail our reflective design for the integration of decision procedures
in the ITP with the non-reflective one used in RRL. This comparison should
be possible and interesting since both tools pursue similar goals and share a
similar logical foundation.
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